Terms and Conditions
1. Terms of Service
By signing up for LaciCloud you become subject to the following requirements.

1A User Content

LaciCloud permits you to upload any files as long as it is legal morally and per the legislature. Files which
are not illegal but reside in the gray area (such as leaked data, music, torrents, etc) are OK. Files which
infringe on copyright of big entities are OK, but you will have to deal with all copyright notices. Files
which infringe on copyright of small entities are OK, but highly discouraged, and LaciCloud may
intervene if such an incident happens.
LaciCloud will remove a file if threatened with legal action, or if they have been reported as illegal and
verified. DMCA or other copyright notices do not constitute legal action. We will email you first about
the file and allow you to explain the situation or rectify it. LaciCloud is bound by law to report highly
illegal files to the police, and you will not be contacted in such cases. Highly illegal material mainly
constitutes Child Pornography.
On the other hand, whistleblowing, copyright infringement, or leaked data does not constitute as highly
illegal and will only be removed if we are threatened with legal action, and you will be contacted in such
cases. LaciCloud will not crumble to pressure from the media or companies.
The user should take appropriate action (ex; encryption, not posting to public forums), in order for their
files not to be flagged by copyright reporters.

2. Privacy Policy
2A. Private Information

LaciCloud has are really big focus on privacy. LaciCloud only stores the information you give by signing
up and the data you uploaded. It does not store IP address, user agents, or any other metadata. It does
not store payment information at all. Access logs are not stored in an unencrypted format for longer
than they are needed, they are encrypted after a period of time. No data will be shared with 3rd parties

and your data will not be used for analysis. LaciCloud encourages the use of encryption and
anonymization software, it does not block any proxies, VPN’s, or Tor exit nodes.
Safeguards have been put in place to prevent unlawful searches by law enforcement, such as what
happened with cock.li’s servers. All law enforcement requests will have to go through the proper legal
channel to obtain information from LaciCloud. Since LaciCloud’s hard drive is encrypted and must be
manually unlocked on boot, a sudden removal will cause the drive’s contents to immediately return to
it’s encrypted state due to loss of power. For us to give out information, we need a court order. We only
take court orders from the state of Belgium and Hungary.
LaciCloud reserves the right to email users and LaciCloud can see which users with which email
addresses have upgraded a tier, since laci@lacicloud.net is automatically CC’d in any payment emails.
LaciCloud does not scan your files for copyright infringement like Dropbox or other cloud storage
services. We do not look at your data.
2B. Cookies

LaciCloud uses 1 cookie for the log-in session, which is then immediately deleted at logout.

3. Limitations
3A. Bandwidth

Upload: 100Mbit
Download: 8Mbit
(We have 100Mbit download and 8Mbit upload so it gets reversed for you)

Please do not abuse the bandwidth of the LaciCloud Server. An upgrade is planned to proper Businessclass internet or VPS.

3B. API

Do not make excessive requests.

4. Legal Policy
4A. Legal

These Terms of Service are subject to change with prior warning by Email. By using LaciCloud, user
agrees not to involve LaciCloud in any type of legal action. LaciCloud isn't legally responsible for the
contents of the files, websites that are uploaded to LaciCloud by individual users. All files, websites are
copyrighted to their respective owners. LaciCloud is not responsible for the content any uploaded files,
websites, nor is it in affiliation with any entities that may be represented in the uploaded files, websites.
This service is provided as-is.

5. Bug Bounty
5A. Normal Bugs

We authorize you to find any bugs in our site. Obviously you should report it via email.

5B. Security Bugs

We authorize you to find vulnerabilities in our site if you abide by these rules:

You shall notify us of the problem
You shall not cause damage to our system (Like altering the database, replacing files on the server,
disfiguring the site)

You shall stay within your own user directory (Don't view others files)
You shall be rewarded with FTP space depending on the severity of the bug. DDOS does not constitute a
vulnerability, please do not attempt.
Bug Contact: laci@lacicloud.net or using our Contact page (file under ‘Feedback’)

Thank you for following the terms and conditions laid out in this document!

